FEATURES & BENEFITS

Plugmold Multioutlet Strips deliver power where you need it. Simply mount, plug into an existing power source, and you’re done. Great for the home workshop. Perfect for "invisible" outlets beneath a kitchen cabinet. The easy way to add 6-10 outlets.

- **Easy Installation**: Simply mount and plug into an existing power source
- Great for home or workshop
- Perfect for "invisible" outlets beneath a kitchen cabinet
- Add 6-10 outlets

**Tools needed for installation:**
- Phillips head screwdriver
- Tape measure

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Product Series: Plugmold

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION
Installation Location: On-wall

CORD INFORMATION
Cord Length US: 6'

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Amps: 15A
Volts: 125V
Number Of Outlets: 10

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Buy American Act Status: Buy American Act Compliant